Dr Prue Salter

Achieving Your
Personal Best

YEAR 11
How to learn efficiently and effectively
in the final years of school.
Name: ____________________________________

Note: We will not complete this entire booklet during the session. Some of it is set up for you to work through at home
or your teacher may ask you to bring the booklet back to school to complete the remainder at another time.
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STRUGGLING WITH MOTIVATION?
PROCRASTINATING? FEELING STRESSED?
This session explores what you need to know in terms of time management skills and study skills for
the senior years. It is not a session about motivation. If you are someone who is struggling to get
motivated, sadly there is no magic solution. However, knowing what to do and how to do it like we
cover in this session will definitely help you. The same goes with managing stress – knowing what to
do and having strategies to do it can help you deal with the stress of senior studies. Setting up the
time management routines we look at in this session so the work just happens automatically can also
cancel out motivation and procrastination problems.

Here are a few of the top strategies you can also try if motivation or procrastination is an issue for
you:


REWARDS: Set yourself small specific tasks to do with a specific reward at the end of the task.
For some people little rewards are enough to get them going.



CHUNK IT DOWN: If the work seems overwhelming or boring or unappealing, break it down into
small bearable chunks and just do it one piece at a time.



FRIENDS: Work with a friend or else tell your friend what work you want to get done and then
check in on each other at the end of the night. Help each other stay on track.



RULE OF 3: If you can’t get started, write down the 3 most important things you must get done
before you go to bed, then don’t even look at any other tasks until these 3 are completed.



MOTIVATING IMAGES: Find slogans, or images that motivate you and put them near your
workspace. Some people are motivated by pain (thinking of the consequences if you don’t study)
while others are motivated by pleasure (thinking of all the good outcomes that will happen if you
do study).
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SENIOR STUDIES

Reality Check

Some students take a long time to move out of what is sometimes labelled ‘Junior mode’.
Junior mode is where:

Senior mode is where:

- You do just enough work at
home so you don’t get in trouble
from your teachers.

- You realise you are working for yourself now, not for
teachers or parents or anyone else, it is your future and
your life you are working towards.

- You play around in class, chat,
disturb other people, have a
‘can’t be bothered’ approach, you
put little effort into making
yourself focus and work
effectively in class.

- You work in class so that you have less to do at home
and more time to do the things you want to do, and also
so that you get the best understanding that you can of the
subject and so that your friends and classmates can also
have a good chance of doing well without you making it
more difficult for everyone.

- You talk when others are talking
and even if not talking you are
daydreaming.

- You listen to what your teacher and other students say
in class and contribute your thoughts too, making the
most of the classroom environment.

- You just keep up with the work,
nothing extra. You leave test
preparation until the last minute.

- You find/make the time to do study notes on a regular
basis so when you get closer to the exams you have
already done lots of the preparation work and have
enough time to study properly.

- You complain about the amount
of work you are given and say
‘but we need to have a life too’.
You say things like ‘but we are at
school all day’ without thinking
about the fact that the curriculum
and exams are set externally and
that this is the reality of life at
school in the senior years!

(Note: not all Junior students are
like this of course!!!)

- You accept that the reality of the senior years is that you will
have to do a certain amount of work outside school and that if
you aren’t prepared to put this work in then you need to
question why you are sitting for Year 12! You still have a life
though, and still do the things you want, but you have a good
balance between time to yourself, and doing enough work. But
you don’t bother complaining about the educational system and
instead just accept that the reality is that for these two years
you will have to work harder than you ever have and you will
have to give up some of your activities, but it is only for a short
time and it is important to still live fully and enjoy life over these
years.

Where do your parents expect you to be?
|___________________________________|___________________________________|
Junior mode
Sort of in the middle
Senior mode

Where do your parents really think you are?
|___________________________________|___________________________________|
Junior mode
Sort of in the middle
Senior mode

And in reality, where are you?
|___________________________________|___________________________________|
Junior mode
Sort of in the middle
Senior mode
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SECTION 1: IMPROVE YOUR TIME MANAGEMENT
It is necessary to accept that to manage your workload, alleviate
stress and get decent marks you will have to put in a certain
amount of time at home in the senior years.
Well managed time means you can still do your activities and
have a good social life as well.
How much time is right for you ????? _________________
per day or per week

What should you be doing in that time???????
1. Do homework first and underline or highlight key ideas
from lessons – reviewing your learning from the day.
2. Then work on assessments or prepare for tests.
3. On nights that you have less homework, get organised, file
and summarise and do independent learning i.e. make
study notes, work on study guides (FIVE SENSES EDUCATION website) do any extra extension work and
practice: see example below.

Think realistically about what activities you can fit in this year.
What sports will you play? Will you have a part-time job and how many shifts will you do? What other
activities or hobbies will you keep doing? How often will you go out with your friends? Do you need to cut
back on any of your activities? Can you find a balance between schoolwork and life?
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OPTION A: Keep schoolwork and personal life separate, work in half hour blocks.
OPTION B: Allocate set times for schoolwork, create a schedule for schoolwork.
Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Before
school

Sun

8-9

3.30pm-4

9-10

4-4.30

10-11

4.30-5

11-12

5-5.30

12-1

5.30-6

1-2

6-6.30

2-3

6.30-7

3-4

7-7.30

4-5

7.30-8

5-6

8-8.30

6-7

8.30-9

7-8

9-9.30

8-9

9.30-10

9-10

OPTION C: Make a plan each afternoon.
As soon as you get home (or even better, before you leave school), look through the work in your diary or
online planner (the homework from the day, and the work you had scheduled out). Prioritise, by
numbering from 1 (most important) to the least important task. This way you’ll do what is important
rather than doing the things you like first! (The exception to this is that if you have a few easy and quick
tasks, you might want to allocate a half hour to do as many of these fiddly things as possible before
moving to the bigger more important tasks.) Estimate how long each task will take and if you struggle to
make yourself do the work, write down times next to each task. Try and work in half hour blocks.
1. Your top distractions:

2. What could you try to deal with these?

3. What changes could you make to work more effectively at home?
(For technology consider
SELF CONTROL (for MAC) or
COLD TURKEY (for PC) or
STAY FOCUSED for Android phones.
Or: www.distractagone.com or
http://www.thekitchensafe.com/)
and try FOREST app and NOISLI.

FOR ASSESSMENTS: Buy or make a wall planner.
This way you can see at a glance when things are due and when the heavy weeks are.

FOR ASSESSMENTS: Use a system to decide WHEN you will do all of the work.
Use your diary as a planner. Estimate the time it will take and allocate when you will do each step.
Remember, everything ALWAYS takes longer than you will think. Keep track, highlight what you complete
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and reschedule the work you run out of time for! Don’t just write in your assignments on the day it was
given to you, write it in on the day you will plan to actually do it.
Sat 1
Do research, collect materials for assign

Sat 8
Finish 1st section of assignment

Sat 15
Put in pictures assignment

Sun 2

Sun 9
Start 2nd section of assignment

Sun 16

Mon 3

Mon 10

Mon 17

Tues 4
Start 1st section of assignment

Tues 11

Tues 18
Finalise presentation assignment

Wed 5

Wed 12
Finish 2nd section of assignment

Wed 19

Thurs 6

Thurs 13

Thurs 20

Fri 7

Fri 14

Fri 21
Assignment Due Today

Highlight the work you complete that day. Cross out incomplete work or work you did not have time for
and allocate it to another day. This way you never have to look back to see what you need to do.
OPTION 1: Use diary to map out task

OPTION 2: Use whiteboard to plan blocks of time

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……
If you are feeling overwhelmed:
Weekend = organise, study notes, catch-up, assignments.
If you have no time during the week, set aside a few hours every weekend to organise your notes and
start making study notes (you should be doing them each time you finish a topic). Also allocate time on
the weekend for ‘catch-up’, to do the things you didn’t have time for during the week. Try and get ahead
in your assignments and knock over big chunks of the work.
Make lists and make decisions.
If you are feeling overwhelmed, write out a list of everything you have to do under these headings:
URGENT: Needs to be done asap.

COMING UP: Assessments or
assignments that you should start
preparing for.

POSTPONE: Things that you
simply don’t have enough time
for now and can be left for later.

Take the urgent tasks and fill up in your diary or online planner when you will do them.
Now take the tasks coming up and allocate those as well. Once you have a plan in place, even though it
means lots of work, you will feel much better.

What changes could you implement to plan and
manage your workload and assessments better?
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SECTION 2: IMPROVE YOUR STUDY NOTES & TECHNIQUES
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Describe how YOU learn and memorise
content for tests and exams:

Describe where you get questions
from to do practice:

Do you do questions from a wide
range of resources?

Do you test yourself to see what you
can remember or do you just read it
over and over? How do you know
if you can remember everything?

Do you do practice under exam
conditions i.e. time limits and no
looking at notes or answers
until the end?

(For technology consider
SELF CONTROL (for MAC) or
COLD TURKEY (for PC) or
STAY FOCUSED or OFFTIME for Android phones.
Or: www.distractagone.com or http://www.thekitchensafe.com/)
and try FOREST or FLORA app and NOISLI and INSTANT

Other Apps to consider: Studytracks,Flashcard apps.
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After you have done the study notes you have to LEARN them and PRACTISE the skills.

LEARNING / MEMORISING
Do you use these techniques?
Make lists of key points
for each topic
Have someone test you
on what you need to
remember
3Rs – Read, Recite,
Recheck (look, cover,
write, check)
Put up formulas and
rules around the house

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

Form pictures in your
mind
of the information
Speak out loud the info
you’ve read to check
recall
Type what you
remember without
looking at notes
Write out lists of
questions as you read
and answer them
Read a section then
write out info over and
over
Write out what you
remember in your own
words
Organise notes using
colour, highlighting and
structure
Study in a group or
with friends discussing
info
Make up rhymes or
songs to help you
remember
Make and use
flashcards or index
cards or Apps
Use mind maps,
sketches, flowcharts
and diagrams
Explain what you have
learnt to someone else

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Make recordings of the
info you need to learn

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Which study
techniques
do you use?

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Can you
think of any
other study
techniques?

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

What new
techniques
could you
try?

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

Highlight or
circle
techniques
you might
find useful.

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

PRACTISING / APPLYING
Do you use these techniques?
Re-do class exercises
from the textbook
Spend time working out
what it is you do NOT
know yet
Ask your teacher for
extra worksheets for
revision
Do as many questions
as possible under exam
conditions
Keep a list of areas you
need to revise further

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

Buy study guides or
extra textbooks to try
other questions
Practice writing under
exam conditions (or

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Do any chapter reviews
or summary questions

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Do past test papers
under exam conditions

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Correct all of your
work, re-do the ones
you got wrong
Target the areas you
are weak on with extra
practice
Re-do past topic tests
and assessments

YES NO
SOMETIMES

Do extra work on the
areas you are having
difficulty with
Add points into your
study notes based on
what you’ve learnt
Keep a list of things
you need to ask your
teacher about
Do questions/essays
and submit to teachers
for marking
Be conscientious about
chasing up everything
you don’t understand

YES NO
SOMETIMES

sample essay plans)

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

YES NO
SOMETIMES

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES
YES NO
SOMETIMES

There is no one ‘right’ way to study. We all learn differently, and we all benefit from using a
range of study techniques. Therefore, it is a good idea to try techniques from all the different
groups on the next page and work out what combinations work best for you (and this may vary
depending on the subject or content you are learning). Tick which techniques you already use.
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Visual learning techniques means you could:


organise notes using COLOUR, highlighting and structure



use MIND MAPS, sketches, flowcharts and diagrams



VISUALISE words or facts to be memorised



make MENTAL PICTURES and associations



PRE-READ textbook sections before class



make FLASHCARDS and limit the amount of info so mind
can make mental pictures



put up NOTES or signs around the house as visual
reminders



translate words and ideas into SYMBOLS, pictures and diagrams



read a section of your notes, then WRITE OUT what you remember without looking, check
and see how good your recall is
Auditory learning techniques means you could:


make RECORDINGS of study notes or a qu. and
answer recording



RECITE, repeat and say it out loud to aid recall



always READ OUT LOUD so you hear the words, not
just look at them



EXPLAIN it to the cat (or anyone who is around)



make DISCUSSION groups with friends



never miss a CLASS, you’ll learn more in class



when trying to understand something, TALK your way
through the info.

Kinaesthetic learning techniques means you could:


do some EXERCISE first, REMOVE DISTRACTIONS then work in 20
minute blocks



do something active like ride an EXERCISE bike while reading or
gripping a stress ball or rolling blu-tack



REWRITE notes or TYPE into the computer to reinforce by sense of
touch



ALTERNATE tasks so you don’t get bored and distracted



PACE OR WALK while studying or reading notes



write notes or facts out OVER AND OVER to reinforce them



sit near the FRONT of the classroom to help you stay focused



take NOTES or draw diagrams of the info so you stay on track



find ways to make it TANGIBLE, lots of EXAMPLES in study notes

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
What could you do to improve the way you learn and practise for tests and exams?
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ORGANISE YOUR RESOURCES FOR LEARNING
a. Have a file or folder at home for each subject, a
display folder at home for each subject for
summaries, and one folder at school for all
your current work.
b. File away everything into:
i) things to study/learn
ii) things to practise
c. Make summaries or study
notes EVERY time you
finish a topic.

For your electronic/digital resources:
-

Do you have a good folder structure in place so everything is arranged logically?

-

Do you name your files clearly so you know what is in the file?

-

Do you have a backup system in place? How often? Where do you store the
backup?

-

How do you manage web based resources?

-

A fabulous way of managing your online resources is through the use of the
“social bookmarking” (Google this on You Tube) site http://del.icio.us/
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What could you do to improve a) the space where you work b) how you
manage your papers and books and c) your digital/computer resources?

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Have you made any study notes?
Do you keep up-to-date in your study notes?
Do you make them regularly?

It is not too late - yet!!!
Get started now and get your study
notes up-to-date as soon as possible.
Then keep them up-to-date!
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MAKE GREAT STUDY NOTES REGULARLY
Definition of notes: “statements of facts, condensed for review as an aid to memory”
The process of making notes, of selecting the main ideas and what is and isn’t important for future reference, helps
you put the pieces of the topic together and see how facts are linked. Organising the information into subheadings
and breaking the content into digestible chunks helps your memory retain this information. You also get a clear
picture of any work you still don’t understand or aren’t clear on. Making study notes involves working out what you
need to know, how it is all linked together and translating it into words or format that means something to you.
Most importantly – it means you are revising as you go and gives you a huge time and knowledge advantage closer to
exams.

KEYS TO MAKING EFFECTIVE NOTES

1.

7.

2.

8.

3.

9.

4.

10.

5.

11.

6.

12.

Don’t wait until exam time! Every time you finish a topic, do the first draft of your study notes for that topic. Closer to
exams you may add things in etc but at least you will have the bulk of the work already done. You will also discover
much earlier if there are areas you need help with.

links

structure

chunks

pattern

order

visuals

http://www.pencilgripsplus.com.au/
(for Ring Pen Original, Ring Pen
Ultra, PenAgain Ergsof Ballpoint)

grouping

https://bubbl.us/

www.writeweight.com.au

Good summaries are essential to ensure that you fully understand a topic and to make it easier to study for tests or
examinations. A summary is an overview of the topic you have studied and is a great way to see how the pieces of
the topic fit together. It is important that the summary is comprehensive and includes all you will need to know on this
topic. This system is used at the completion of the topic.
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STAGE 1 : BIRD’S EYE VIEW
- Gather all the notes, textbooks, files and materials on
the subject and look through these (looking at the
headings and subheadings and how the topic hangs
together).
- Do a 1 page mind map overview of the topic.

Do this stage as soon as
you complete the topic. It
will only take a half hour or
so.

STAGE 2 : UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
- For each heading, create linear notes (i.e. point form,
lists and tables, charts, diagrams wherever possible).
- Using the computer can be a good way to help organise
and reduce the notes. Save the drafts under version
1,2,3 etc. This stage takes the longest.

STAGE 3 : CHECK-UP
- Once you have completed the notes, leave them for a
few days (or longer) then come back and read through
them again and read through your textbook as well.
- Check you have included everything that should be in
there and add in any notes or points.

Start working on this stage
over the next few weeks
after you have done the
mind map. Just do a bit
whenever you have less
homework that night. You’ll
find your marks will improve
and you will be better
prepared and less stressed
at exam time.

Leave these stages until
you get close to an exam
period and do them then. It
is a good way to refresh
your memory without
having to do huge amounts
of time-consuming
summarising.

STAGE 4 – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
- Make a summary of your summary.
- Make an abbreviated list of the things you need to
memorise, formulas, rules, themes of the novel,
characteristics of groups in Science etc.
- You might also like to make flashcards as well on the
areas you find difficult to remember.

Use mind maps to create an overview of
a topic or to visually represent information
such as the themes of the novel. A good
set of study notes will be mainly linear in
form but have some mind maps, some
tables and charts. The linear sections will
have lots of lists and point form notes
rather than long paragraphs of writing.
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LINEAR NOTES
To make a summary:
1. Include all you need to know.
2. Refer to all material.
3. Group and chunk information.
4. Key information in point form.
Linear Notes

Good summaries are:

Concise outline notes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Use numbering

an overview of the topic
comprehensive
memorable
easy to review
flexible
a test of understanding

Use lists to order info
Can be used with all
subjects

COMPARISON CHART
Similarities
* both good to look at
* both motivated to achieve their goals
Differences
Eric Bana

Brad Pitt

Fighting for Trojans
Australian

Fighting for Greeks
American

PMI PLAN
Plus
Plus
Minus
Allows you to Not all info
compare and can be
contrast info positive /
negative

Interesting
Allows you to
think
differently
about the info

Minus

Interesting

•Strong
character
• Cares for
family
•Passionate
about life

•Stubborn
and obstinate
•Does not
listen to other
people

•Finds ways
to get what
he wants by
manipulation

Organising
Comments
Causes

Key Facts

eg History: effects of a war
eg Science: characteristics of a group

MARGINAL
NOTETAKING
Organising
Comments
This
section is
mainly
about
notemaking

Key Facts
- vary the way
you take notes
- encourages
you to think
more about the
topic

Supporting
Info
Some egs:
linear, pmi,
marginal

Effects

•Alliance systems
•Competition for colonies
•Militarism and nationalism
•Destruction of middle
class in Germany
•League of Nations
•Rich get richer

Supporting
Info
Causes of the war are
not at all clear cut – it
had been building up
some time prior to
1914.
Soldiers returning from
the trenches would
find a different
Britain to the one of
1914, with high
unemployment, a rising
cost of living, strikes
by new organised
unions and a severe
shortage of houses.

How would you rate the notes that you take? Are they strongly visual or just paragraph after
paragraph? What could you do to improve your study notes? Are you up-to-date in your study notes?
What do you need to do this year to make good study notes? How often will you make your notes?
Will you get feedback?
List everything you want to do or remember or improve with respect to your study notes.
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TECHNOLOGY AND STUDYING?
Facebook, social networking
etc

Files / Folders – organization

Study Notes – type or
handwrite?

You need to keep personal time separate from study time, don’t try
and combine these, it just doesn’t work. If tempted, turn off the
Internet. Have set times for schoolwork and set times for personal
activities. Give yourself scheduled “tech breaks”.
Ensure you have a good system with folders for each subject/topic
and file names that are meaningful. Back up your files or devices
regularly.
What will the exams be? What is your handwriting like?
What is your preference? Handwriting is better if exams are going to
be handwritten, if you must type then when you are learning the
notes read a section and see what you can write down without
looking to practice your writing.

Mindmaps

Inspiration (mac), free online web versions eg:bubbl.us, mindmeister
Use as an overview for sections of your study notes. Apps.

Podcasts

Make podcasts (or vodcasts) of your study notes, export to mp3, and
listen when travelling to and from school, share with other students,
make question and answer recordings.
Eg – garageband (mac), audacity (pc)

Online Flashcards

Find or create flashcards for your study, lots of free applications
available. Eg www.flashcardmachine.com/ www.studyblue.com/
www.quizlet.com

Wikis

Create a group wiki with friends and share study notes, add to the
sum of the group knowledge, learn through construction.
Eg www.wikispaces.com

Resource Organising
Programs

OneNote (pc), Circus Ponies Notebook (mac), Microsoft Word for Mac
also has a "Notebook" view. Allows you to store and flag resources for
a topic, make notes, set up tabs, record audio, scribble tools etc.

Skype/Chat

Be wary, can be a major distraction. Only use at specifically arranged
times to either ask questions of a friend or else learn by
discussing/testing each other.

iPhone Apps

Heaps of great ones out there for school! Check out the study skills
handbook site for recommendations.

Managing Online Distractions

Try this software to help you block sites for a certain period of time:
MAC: SELF CONTROL http://visitsteve.com/made/selfcontrol/
PC: COLD TURKEY http://getcoldturkey.com/
ANDROID PHONE “STAY FOCUSED” “OFFTIME” or try FOREST app

A word of warning…..technology is only useful if it is making what you do easier or more
effective. However you have to weigh up the time needed to learn the new software and
then implement it.
Sometimes it is worth it and sometimes it isn’t – but you need to at least consider this
issue. The danger is you spend way too much time fiddling around with the program when
it would have been quicker and more effective to use paper!
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LEARNING & MEMORY


When you believe you can learn and remember, you create a positive state of mind for
remembering.



Memories work by using extensive networks of brain cells. Each idea has its own pattern
of cells but some ideas will have common cells in their patterns. Look for associations
between information to make the memory more accessible. Long term memory develops
as associations are absorbed either consciously or subconsciously in the days and nights
that follow learning.



Image associations help your memory as visual
memory is often more powerful than other forms of
memory. This means the way you organise your
study notes is important. The more notes are broken
into headings, sub-headings, sections and points the
easier they will be to learn and remember. Making
visual notes like mind maps makes you concentrate
on the fundamentals, helps you see relationships and
puts a topic in perspective. Pictures activate the right
hand side of the brain, while colour and illustration
stimulate memory.



Memory works sort of like water soaking through paper. When you first read something it
is in the outer layer and the more you read, reflect and think about it, the deeper it soaks
into the memory and the more firmly entrenched the memory becomes. Unless
information is strongly associated with existing information or proves useful quickly it will
be forgotten.



If you study on automatic pilot without consciously thinking about the material, you won’t
retain the information. You need to purposely direct and focus your attention to first
move the information into short-term memory. In order to prevent this information
fading you need to rehearse the information and interact with it in your working memory
in order to store and encode it in your long-term memory.

For each subject:
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POST-EXAM PROCESS

What areas do you need to review and revise, what should you do to address these?
Which areas do you need to ask for help on as you still don’t understand?
Was there any revision work you did not complete before the exam?
Which questions of your paper should you redo?
Redo them!
Should you rewrite any poor questions or essays and
resubmit?
What changes do you need to make in the way you
continue your preparation for that subject?
Are there students who did well you can talk with to find
what they did differently?
Are there topics you still need to finalise study notes on?
Are there sections of your study notes that you need to re-do?
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3. USE CLASSTIME EFFECTIVELY
Are you on time for classes?
Do you bring the right equipment / texts?
Do you use preps/study time?

YES
YES
YES

SOMETIMES
SOMETIMES
SOMETIMES

NO
NO
NO

Listening to teachers:
-

You may not like the voices (rhythm, pitch, tone) of some people.
You may not be as interested in one subject or topic as you are in others.
You may be bored at times or not in the mood to listen.

BUT
You do need to find ways to get yourself engaged in every lesson in order to give yourself the best chance
of success.
-

To do this: ask yourself questions about what is going on: what is this related to, what will come
next, do I need to ask any questions.
Take notes. By writing things down it forces you to concentrate.
Try and predict what will come next.
Periodically summarise what is being said to yourself.
Contribute to any discussion opportunities.

Write the subjects
you are studying
this year across
here:

In each box, put either:
 for YES
? for sometimes
x for NO
a. I use class time efficiently, making the
most of it and complete the classwork
during class time.
b. I listen carefully and participate in class
and try to be involved in the lesson.
c. I don’t talk while the teacher is talking or
explaining or while discussions are taking
place.
d. I see my teacher for help if I don’t
understand something. I don’t just ignore
things I can’t do.

What do you need to focus on changing to make a difference to your use of
classtime?
1.
2.
3.
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MY GOALS

Put this page somewhere where you
will see it everyday and be reminded
of what you need to focus on.

My main goal for the end of Year 12 is that I am going
to……

FOLLOW-UP SITES:
www.enhanced-learning.net

The reasons why I want to do this are…..

click on ‘Parents and Students’
then ‘7. DOWNLOAD SLIDES’
scroll down the page to Section 3 & 4
at the bottom of the page is your session
Password: worksmart / personalbest

And the result of making this happen will be ………

EMAIL Dr Prue Salter:
info@enhanced-learning.net
www.studyskillshandbook.com.au
(Access to this site only available if school is a
subscribing school and login details are then
provided on the next page.)

To achieve this goal I need to do/remember the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

www.enhanced-learning.net

- click on Parents and Students

•

SLIDES: Download the slides from today.

•

FREEBIES: Download things like term planners.

•

NEWSLETTER: Sign up to receive tips a couple of times a term.

•

WORKBOOKS: Available in our online shop - extra worksheets to help you with study skills, time
management etc. (especially the Welcome to Year 11 resource).

•

STUDY NOTES: Send notes for feedback.
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Term ___
1
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T
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S
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T
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T

W

T

F

S

S

4

M

T

W

T
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S

S

5

M

T

W

T
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S
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6

M

T

W

T

F

S
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7

M

T

W

T

F

S
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8

M

T

W

T

F

S

S

9

M

T

W

T

F

S
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M

T

W

T

F

S

S
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